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A team of three of us: sisters
Esther Akpa, Francisca Hindi
and I, with Miss Comfort

Gabriel, an aspirant, set out on
Friday 20 October 2017 to
Markudi, Benue State for a
weekend of Vocation
P r o m o t i o n . T h e
programme was
organized for St. Louis,
Nigeria Province by Sr.
Margaret Yusuf in
conjunction with Fr. Oliver Ortese
who is a priest as well the vocation

The Harvest is Rich
— Veronica Orunmoluyi, SSL

Sr. Isabel Mann (right) formally welcomes the finally professed sisters — Margaret Dauda (left), Fidelia Amoko (centre) and Susana
Didam (left, background) — into the Institute at the combined Mass of Final Profession of Vows and Golden Jubilee of her own
Perpetual Vows on Wednesday 1 November 2017 at Sacred Heart Cathedral, Akure, Ondo State, Nigeria
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personnel of Markudi diocese. We arrived straight into
the embrace the of hot and humid weather of Markudi
city; the heat we later heard, began just two days before
our arrival. We started the weekend by attending the
6 p.m. Mass on Friday at the Holy Child Secondary
School Chaplaincy where we were introduced by Fr.
Ortese, the celebrant at the Mass. We announced to
the congregation our purpose in Markudi. Few girls
came around to socialise with us after the Mass.

Prior to our arrival, Fr. Ortese had announced our
coming in the parishes within Markudi, and girls who
were interested in the Religious life were encouraged
to converge at the Holy Child Secondary School
premises at 9 a.m. on Saturday 21 October.
Arrangements were also in place for us to be  at as
many as three Sunday Masses across the parishes
simultaneously. The Saturday program lasted till 1.00
p.m. The girls who attended got the opportunity to ask
the questions that had been burning in their minds.
After lunch, Fr. Ortese took us round parishes we were
expected to go on Sunday.

We were up by 5 a.m. on Sunday 22 because we
needed to be out so that we could be at the various
parishes for 6 a.m. Masses. Sister Esther went to the
Cathedral, Francisca and Comfort to the Holy Family
parish. I covered three churches that were stone throws
away from one another, including Benue State
University Chaplaincy, for their 6 a.m. 9 a.m. and 10
a.m. Masses. We were given opportunity to speak at all
the Masses about our mission in Tiv land.
Coincidentally, it was Mission Sunday and the homily
served as a catalyst or take off for the vocation
promotion.

Just like the seventy-two (72) disciples shared their
experiences with Christ when they returned, our joy

knew no bound as we narrated our experiences later
in the afternoon on our way out of Markudi. It was a
worthwhile experience and outreach as we met young
ones who were drawn to us and felt called to the
religious life. They waited by our vocation promotion
flex-stand after Mass to make enquiries. They collected
vocation fliers and gave us their personal information
like names, age, qualification, contact numbers, etc. It
was also interesting to see young boys coming around
to ask questions on how to connect with
religious/missionary male congregations.

We can only continue to pray to the Lord of the
harvest, to bless our efforts and send good vocations

THE HARVEST IS RICH —continued from page 1

L-R: Sisters Esther Akpa, Veronica Orunmoluyi and Francisca
Hindi with aspirant Comfort Gabriel in Markudi for vocation
promotion

— Immaculata Maiyaki, Aspirant

A total of 25 young women spent the weekend,
3 to 5 November 2017 at the Novitiate for yet
another aspirant's weekend this year. It was

really an enjoyable one for us all.
 On Friday 3, we met Formation Team members of
the Sisters of St Louis after faith sharing. Afterwards,
we all introduced ourselves in turns. Then the live-in
program was introduced to us while first timers among
us filled and submitted necessary documents. We hadThe aspirants in a group photograph at the Novitiate, Akure

—continued on page 3

Aspirants’ Weekend
at the Novitiate
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night prayers with the novices and went to bed. We all felt the
warmth of hospitality.
 Morning Mass on Saturday was 7 a.m., during which Fr John
Bankole, a Salesian Priest laid emphasis on our being obedient to
God’s proposed plans for our life's. This was followed by morning
duty with the novices before we went for our steamy hot and nice
breakfast. After breakfast, we had two different inputs on Sisters
of St Louis and Catholic Faith by both Sisters Margaret Yusufu and
Margaret Dauda respectively with a short break in between the
talks. The brief but detailed history of the SSL was very interesting,
educative and inspiring. We also appreciated learning more about
our Catholic faith.
 The formators met with us one to one after siesta at 3.30 p.m.
and for the rest of the evening. Supper and recreation were fun as
we had a short play titled, ‘Do not Join the Crowd’. Again night prayer
was at 9.30 p.m. with the novices. We retired to bed and woke up
refreshed, ready for Mass, which we attended at Sacred Heart
Catholic Cathedral, Akure.
 Finally, we had to part! But not without lots of photographs
taken after breakfast. We prayed to be together again in March next
year! We wish to sincerely appreciate all the sisters. Thank you.

World Mission Sunday is a day set apart for
the Catholic Church throughout the world
to publicly renew its commitment to

mission and missionary outreach. The two St. Louis
communities in the archdiocese of Ibadan were ably
represented by Sisters Anthonia Eneanya, Maureen
Ugbome, Christie Udebor and eight students of St.
Louis Convent Boarding House, Mokola, Ibadan.

The entire Church was present on October 22:
the Archbishop, Most Rev. Gabriel Leke Abegunrin,
priests, religious men and women, novices,
seminarians, youths, children, CWO and CMO.  The
complete house made the celebration remarkable.
One intriguing aspect of the mission outreach was
the ceremony of passing on of the Crucifix and Bible
to all present. This symbolic rite propelled all to dare
the courage of street preachers and home visitors
for Christ. As we held both religious articles, the
Gospel of Jesus Christ became an urgent message
from us to those at the fringes of our society. Since
the the Gospel came to us freely, it must go out from
us freely when we go on mission.
 Pope Francis said in his message on 91st  World
Mission Sunday, 2017, that we must “…reflect anew

on the mission at the heart of the Christian faith. It is
not enough to respond to God's loving call. It is required
we move out of our comfort zone to be primary
evangelists. The world vigorously needs the Gospel of
Jesus Christ to continue to care for the bleeding wounds
of humanity. The Blessed Virgin Mary is a perfect model
for missionary in every sense. She was great not only
by words but by her action. God had a mission and He
chose Mary. She excelled in her mission. Fiat to the
Angel's message.”
 The Blessed Virgin Mary displayed her faith in
God. She believed God's plan and threw away her
own plan to embrace God design. Mary is a pattern
to emulate, not just a model.

In addition, Pope Francis said to the youth,
"Young people are the Hope of Mission. Let the person
of Jesus Christ and the Good News he proclaimed
continue to attract you. Seek ways to put your courage
and enthusiasm at the service of humanity. How
beautiful it is to see young people become ‘street
preachers’ of the Gospel, joyfully bringing Jesus to every
street, every town square and every corner of the earth."

Happy Mission Sunday!

The Blessed Virgin Mary:
A Model for Mission
— Christie Udebor, SSL

ASPIRANT WEEKEND —continued from page 2
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L-R: Sisters Isabel Mann, Susan Didam, Fidelia Amoko and Margaret Dauda with the Bishops and priests

Sr. Susana Didam takes her final vows Sr. Fidelia Amoko takes her final vows Sr. Margaret Dauda takes her final vows

Sr. Isabel Mann renews her perpetual vows in company of her
fellow jubilarians: Sisters Dorothy Yayock (left) and Monica
Adeya (centre, right)

Bishop Jude Arogundade blesses the Sisters and their families as
the families formally present them to the Church

Sisters Susan Didam, Fidelia Amoko and
Margaret Dauda sing

Sr. Isabel Mann honours Our Lady with a bouquet
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The golden jubilee cake! Sr. Isabel Mann cuts the cake amidst family and her fellow sisters

The finally professed cut their cake

The finally professed danced with the novices in a
presentation

L-R: Sisters Christie Kure (Temporary Professed Mistress),
Fidelia Amoko, Isabel Mann, Margaret Dauda and Susana Didam

“The perpetual vows of the Sisters of St.
Louis has become an annual events that
we celebrate with excitement in Ondo
Diocese. It opens the diocese to a very
important part of the liturgical life of
the Church. Thanks to the long
partnership that continues to exist
between the Sisters and our diocese.”

— Bishop Jude
Arogundade,
Ondo Diocese

______________

Read the
report in
Musings
69.
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FORMATION
AND WELL-BEING
FOR ALL STAGES
OF LIFE (8)

— Josephine Tiav, SSL

As we gradually come to the
end of the year and a
conclusion on this segment

of reflection on the GC 2015 Calls
in Contact, I tried to identify a
perfect symbol of inner
transformation. And here is the
result of my pondering — The
metamorphosis of the larva into a
beautiful butterfly!
 The journey inwards requires a
lot of discipline and humility to
persevere to the point that the ego
gives way for the spiritual self to
grow strong, giving birth to sacrifice
in service to humanity. The last
aspect of the ego to be overcome
accordingly is lust. According to
Rolheisers (Sacred Fire, 2014), any
unreasonable desire is categorised
as lust. It could range from material
to spiritual. But generally speaking,
lust is identified as excessive
craving for sexual gratification to
the extent that relationship with the
opposite sex could be reduced to
disproportionate sexual activity.  As
adults we are never totally free from
lustful desires but we could arrive
at maintaining decent sexual
decorum as prescribed by faith and
morality
 Let us consider the hidden
manifestations of lust as Jesus
qualifies it as ‘looking at someone
lustfully means already committing
adultery’. The internal disposition of
one towards another person is
therefore highly regarded by God.

It appears therefore that our
thoughts towards others are to be
pure, wholesome and unselfish.
Apparently the virtue to strive for,
against this vice, is purity of heart
and intention.
 The invitation now is for us to
strive for purity of heart, an attitude
of seeing the image and likeness of
God in people around us especially
our fellow sisters in community. We
need to avoid  becoming too
familiar and taking one another for
granted. In the words of Mother
Theresa, this is “to treat people not
as bad as they are, but as good as
you are”. In other words, it means
“Not to love them for our good, but

their good and to see them as God
sees them.” (Rolheiser, ____?).
 The challenge remains that our
human nature always gets in the
way of our efforts to remain pure.
The Yoruba adage, ‘it is difficult to
prepare steamed pap without
getting your hands smeared’, aptly
describes the human struggles for
purity. Maturity takes the challenge
to express human sexuality as a
mingling of passions to bring forth
life in ‘whatever is true, and
honourable, and right, pure and
lovely, and gracious, and excellent
and anything worthy of praise.’ (Phil
4:8).  Investing and focusing one’s
sexuality on such qualities could
lead to holiness and desired
apostolic exploits evident in simple
but beautiful experiences of service
and witnessing — Inner
Transformation.

***

SELF-CARE
The searchlight now zooms in on
SELF-CARE, an area of life facing a
lot of negligence made manifest in
the high demand for medical care
required at the moment. Self-care
is not pampering and feeding the
physical body on ‘my preferred
tastes and having it my own way’. It

Deepening GC 2015 Calls

Inner Transformation

—continued on page 7

GC 2015 Calls
The reflection on

‘Formation and Well-being
for all Stages of Life’ ends in
December 2017. The next is

on ‘Mission for Life’. Prepare
to share your reflections.
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is rather the disposition of looking out for what best suits
me and to devote my energy and resources to discovering
and adapting to a lifestyle that is best for me while remaining
open to change at all times, as knowledge expands and
improves daily.
 This concept of self-care has broadened my
understanding and knowledge that as a social being within
an eco-system, what I consider good for me is also good for
others. The attitude of compassion and equity becomes the
basis of my interaction with people. The image of lack of
self-care that comes to mind is a lifestyle that throws caution
to the wind in matters of diet and physical well-being with a
wave of the hand uttering, ‘one will die of something anyway’
without making enough effort to eat right, relate right and
take seriously relevant discoveries on matters of well-being.
 Let us warm up to updating our knowledge that will
engender changes in self-care. This will be a step in the right
direction of an integrated lifestyle as an expression of
personal well-being.

— Adapted from Vixen Journey to Life, the Internet

OCT./NOV.
Birthdays & Feastdays

Many Happy Returns!

SELF-CARE —continued from page 6

The gathering of 20 aspirants from different parts of
Nigeria for the Aspirants’ Weekend which was held
from 10 to 12 November 2017 at Louisville Girls

Secondary School, Gwagwalada was a memorable
experience. Most of us arrived late but it was quite
understandable judging by the unforeseen circumstances
they experienced on the journey. When formal introduction
had been made, we had evening prayer and supper, and
then retired to our rooms for the night.

We woke up to a beautiful Saturday morning the next
day. After morning prayer at 7 a.m., we had a general

cleaning and shortly after, breakfast. We were
given inspiring talks on matters of faith and the
Catholic Church. Thereafter we had a brief break,
after which we had a second talk which was
centred on the history of the Sisters of St. Louis.
We learnt about their  spiritual ancestor, Abbé
Louis Joseph Colmar, and their Founder, Abbé
Louis Bautain — both French.  There was also a
heart to heart conversation with Sisters Margaret
Yusufu, Veronica Orunmoluyi and Gertrude
Elelegu (graceful Sisters of St Louis!). This session
continued while others, as they awaited their turn,
watched a movie on the life of Saint Mother
Theresa of Calcutta titled, "The Letters". The movie
captured the noble and selfless life of Mother
Theresa who lived a life of total dedication to God
and service to humanity.

Aspirants’ Weekend
in Gwagwalada
— Ogbu Grace Ojah and Patience David, SSL Aspirants

—continued on page 10

A cross section of the aspirants in one of the sessions

NOVEMBER
25th Sr. Ijanada

Emmanuel
Birthday

DECEMBER
8th Sr. Immaculata

Obanure
Feastday

8th Sr. Mary John Feastday
8th Sr. MaryJo Abba Feastday
8th Sr. Maria Ilo Feastday
8th Sr. Veronica Mary

Odida
Feastday

13th Sr. Lucia
Akinnusoye

Feastday

13th Sr. Lucia Adenle Feastday
19th Sr. Juliana

Egbeleke
Birthday

25th Sr. Christiana
Udebor

Birthday

28th Sr. Grace Iwok Birthday
31st Sr. Matilda

Owolagba
Birthday
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Juliana Ajayi, SSL

St. Louis Nursery and Primary
School, Kano celebrated the
blessing of a beautiful block

of twelve classrooms, each of them
very unique, for the Nursery section
on 10 October 2017. The children
were all exited to be there. We give
thanks to God for his many
blessings especially for the
resources that were used in
constructing this edifice.
 The journey to having Nursery
section separate building began in
August 2015 when the building that
housed Nursery Two caved in twice.
The first reaction was to see how
the building could be fortified for
continual usage. However, after a
close inspection, three different
engineers concluded at different
times that the building was weak
and its fortification would require
knocking down two of the building
walls. They sent in the bill for the
work and the bishop was busy
thinking on how to raise the money

for the work. Thanks be to God, it
has finally come to reality.
 Present at the opening were Fr.
Mark Yahaya and Most Rev. John
Namaza Niyiring, Bishop of Kano
Diocese and the proprietor of the
school. He was the chief celebrant
of the sacrifice of the Holy Eucharist
held at the new Nursery section.
The bishop was very grateful to the
Sisters of St. Louis, the Provincial
Leadership Team ably represented
by Sr Bridget Agum, PLT liaison
person, for their services over the
years. He also appreciated the
untiring efforts of Sr. Christiana
Biyab, the Headmistress of the
school, the engineer and the

members of staff for their
commitments. The PTA Chairman
and other parents present
expressed their gratitude to the
Bishop and the Headmistress. Most
of the parents wished they still had
Nursery school age children who
would enjoy the new classroom
block.
 The Bishop blessed the new
building and everyone present. He
further encouraged the pupils to be
the hope of the future, to listen
attentively and obediently to their
teachers so that they can
unanimously serve God and the
nation using their gifts.

Blessing of a New Classroom Block in Kano

SENDOFF FOR
SR. THERESA PETER
Juliet Megwa and Linda Christopher,
Postulants

Sunday 29 October 2017 was a day filled
with mixed feelings for the
parishioners of the Sacred Heart

Parish, Dassa, at they sent-forth Mass
organised for Sr. Theresa Peter who had
been with them for four (4) years. The day
was bright and sunny; the parish usually has
two masses on Sundays but that day, it was
only one Mass. The parish priest and all
religious present processed to the church
accompanied by Idaasha choir. All the five
choirs were present including the children
choir and they participated actively in the
singing. It was a beautiful blend of music,
displaying the rich culture and language of
the people of Dassa Diocese.

During the Mass, the
parishioners appreciated
and encouraged Sr.
Theresa to continue the
good work she had done
in Dassa where she was
going, praying that the
good Lord would go with

her to her new place of mission.
They told her that she would be
greatly missed by all. Sr Theresa on
her part thanked them for giving
her the opportunity to share her life
with them and for the support she
enjoyed from them during her stay

Sr. Theresa Peter being sent off in Dassa

—continued on page 9
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in Dassa. The Mass came to an end at 10:54
am.
 The part two of the celebration began at
11:30 am in the presbytery. The parish priest
and his assistant, Fr Joseph Okoumassoun,
played host to all the religious from the
deanery and representatives of the diocesan
women religious. It was indeed a wonderful
gathering with enough to eat and drink and

with a lot of fun. Everyone
had a lovely time even
though with mixed feelings
as expressed by all
present. At the end, the
religious women encircled
Sr. Theresa and prayed for
her,  "missioning" her in
their own way to her new

place of apostolate and asking the
Lord of the missions to go before
her and bless her stay. It was very
touching.

We the postulants wish God's
continuous graces and blessings on
our dear Sr Theresa.

SEND-FORTH IN DASSA —continued from page 8

Combating sexual abuse in
children is a passionate issue
for Dr. Mrs Amole, a

community health worker with
Aminu Kano Teaching Hospital,
Kano, and parents in St. Louis
Nursery and Primary. When she
approached Sr Christiana Biyab, the
Headmistress of the school, that
base on her medical experience so
far, there is need to be more radical
in creating awareness for our
pupils’ on their rights and how to
protect themselves against sexual
abuse and where to get help, the
school embraced her idea.

Dr. Mrs Amole was permitted to
speak to the pupils on Wednesday
18 Oct 2017 and she taught them

two major rules every child should
know:

1. Five body Safety Rules
● Private parts are covered; we

don’t look, touch or play games
with them.

● I am the boss of my body and
my feelings; l don’t have to hug,
kiss or be touched if l don’t want
to.

● To use correct words for private
parts are not funny, everyone
has them.

● No one should ask me to keep
secret that makes me sad or
scared.

● If someone breaks the rules, l
need to tell someone who can

help me. It’s never too late and
l won’t be in trouble.

2. Underwear Rule……. PANTS
P… Privates are private. Part of your
body covered with underwear are
privates. No one should ask to see
or touch. Even doctors and nurses
must explain why if they must check
you (and with your parents present).
A… Always remember your body
belongs to you.
N… No means No even to a family
member or someone you love.
T… Talk about secrets that upset
you.
S… Speak up, someone can help.

EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOW THIS!
— Juliana Ajayi, SSL

Photos of the campaign against sexual abuse in children at St. Louis Nursery and Primary School, Kano
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The weekend of 20 to 22
October 2017 was one to
remember as the Sisters of

St Louis celebrated the platinum
jubilee of SSL presence in Ghana as
well as the opening of their new
Novitiate in Aprons, Kumasi. The
Mass for the opening of the
novitiate began at 10 am on Friday
20 October, which was followed by
the blessing and official opening of
the Novitiate. Remarkably, the
formation house is named Abbé
Louis Bautain Formation House,
after our founder. Not only that,
each of the rooms is named from
nuggets in our Words to Live By.
 The jubilee celebrations proper
began with a candle light procession

in the St. Louis training College,
Mbrom Kumasi compound; the
sisters, students of the college and
old girls participated in the
procession. The jubilee Mass started
at 9 am on Saturday 21 and was
celebrated by Most Rev. Dr. John
Yaw Afoakwah, Bishop of Obuasi
Diocese, with a host of priests and
religious of various congregations in
attendance. During the Mass, Sr.
Dorothy Yayock made a gift
presentation to St Louis Parish,
Accra, a church which she said
started as a basic community within
the St. Louis Convent while she
served in Ghana.
 The thanksgiving Mass was at
the Basilica in Kumasi with the

Bishop Emeritus, Most Rev. Dr.
Sarpong in attendance. He spoke
extensively and with gratitude about
the Sisters of St Louis and their
selfless service these 70 years to the
people of Ghana, particularly those
of the Ashanti region.
 After the Mass, we were given
the privilege of visiting the Catholic
Museum which is within the Basilica
compound free of charge as our
jubilee gift. It was a weekend of
thanksgiving for enjoying God's
Providence. We continue to thank
God for the Institute of the Sisters
of St. Louis worldwide and especially
Ghana region. We pray that the Lord
of the harvest will send willing
labourers to His harvest, Amen.

DOUBLE JOY FOR GHANA

L-R: Sisters Bridget Agum and Judith Ahuna making a gift
presentation at the event

Nigerian and Ghanaian sisters and guests at the event

— Theresa Peter, SSL

 The one on one conversation continued. Soon, it was
time for supper and all aspirants had a delicious full meal.
After supper, there was a brief discussion on "The Call to
Religious Life". The question Sr. Margaret asked was: "How
does one know that God is calling her?" The session was
quite interactive: there were diverse opinions from the
sisters and aspirants. Instances given were: 1 Samuel 3:1ff
(the call of Samuel), Genesis 12 ( the call of Abraham),
Matthew 4:18 (the call of the first four Apostles), to the call
of Saint Pope John Paul ll.  We also learnt that one could be
called through life experiences of God, or attracted by
decent life and conduct of a Priest or Sister, to mention but
a few.

 On Sunday 12 November, which was the last
day, we attended Mass with Louisville Girls at 7
a.m. On the school premises. The homily was on
"Readiness, for no one knows the time nor the
hour" (Matt 25:1-13). We had a group photograph
with our facilitators for the weekend. We also had
breakfast and it was time to say good bye.
Although the obvious expression on our faces was
to remain in the convent, we had no choice than
to go.

Aspirants’ Weekend in Gwagwalada —continued from page 7
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‘Ohun tí n be l’éyìn Òffà o ju Òjé lo’:
Giving people the benefit of doubt

‘Ohun ti n be l’eyin Offa o ju Oje lo.’ In case you
wonder what Offa and Oje are, Offa is a town in the
present Kwara State, Nigeria, while Oje is a defunct
town after Offa whose trace of existence has been
totally wiped off now. In those days, most Yoruba
people considered Offa town to be far so they would
say, ‘Offa jin o, amo Oje tun jina
ju Offa lo. Oje lo jina ju; ko si ilu
l’eyin Oje mo’. Translated, it
means ‘Offa is far but Oje is
farther; there is no town after
Oje’. This they maintained until
they embarked on an expedition
that took them beyond Oje town.
As they moved beyond Oje, they
realized that there were more
towns and lands after Oje such
that they could not cover all. So,
they exclaim as they passed
through the lands, ‘Ah ohun ti n
be l’eyin Offa, O ju Oje lo o!’
When they got back to Yoruba
land, they related their
experience to the people, that when they travelled,
they realized that there were more (towns) existing
after Offa than Oje. With time, the Yorubas evolved
a proverb from the story. Whenever they want to
tell people that there is more to a matter than what
is known or seen, they will say: Ohun ti n be l’eyin
Offa, o ju Oje lo.” (Mayowa, 2015)

Embarking on a verification expedition in order to
confirm a story that leads to a paradigm shift is
more helpful in our striving to live out Sint Unum

than sitting on one spot and maintaining an
unauthenticated stand. The preamble above, adapted
from a social network site, Awa Yoruba, succinctly
explains the crux of this month’s heart of the matter. As
social beings we will always interact with our
environment. In so doing, we are bound to understand
and misunderstand one another. Even the tongue and the
teeth do fight each other, yet, they are inseparable in
their function of digestion, 60 percent of which takes place
in the mouth. One of the things that will help us in the
effort to actualise Sint Unum in our ministries and
communities is critical reasoning. One indispensable
element of this cognitive skill is critical questioning.
Particularly in times of conflict, this verification
expedition always leads one through a rough and narrow
path which invariably culminates in better
understanding, greater acceptance, easier peaceful
resolution, and celebration of unity no matter how little.

 Let us take a look at this simple scenario: The
community leader, Sr. X returned from her outing and
was surprised to find a visitor sitting all by herself. She
exchanged pleasantries with her and asked whom she
had come to see. The visitor responded that she had come
to make enquiries about admission to the school and that
she had actually been attended to by a sister and was
only waiting for her driver to return from the filling
station. Sr. X decided to stay and keep her company. After
about 30 minutes, the driver returned and the woman
left. During supper, Sr. X asked to know which of the
three other sisters had received the visitor. Sister Y said
she was the one. Sister X then remarked, “I am not
surprised. That is how you always abandon visitors and
go about doing your own thing.” Sr. Y, a temporary
professed sister barely one month in the community then
responded, “Sr. X, I would have appreciated it if you had
asked me why the visitor was alone when you saw her.”

Sr. X boiling with anger retorted,
“There was no need to ask you
because this is not your first time
of leaving visitors sitting all by
themselves and disappearing into
your room.” Sr. Y who was not
about ready to give up, continued
to press her point home saying,
“Sr. X, today’s incident was the
second. So, I am wondering why
you would insinuate that it is a
habit. The first time you saw a
visitor sitting alone in the sitting
room, I had to leave him to attend
to sick students which for me was
more important. Today, after I
finished attending to the woman,

she asked if she could tarry a while for her driver’s return.
I therefore offered her the use of the sitting room because
I had to return to the other group that I was taking on a
tour of the school before her arrival. So, where have I gone
wrong?”  This is a very simple illustration. But as simple
as it reads, one can imagine how differently the story
would have gone if Sr. X had simply asked to see Sr. Y
after the meal in order to find out why the woman was
left alone. How different the climate at meal would have
been if Sr. X had waited to ask questions.
 The instance above is not peculiar to leader-sisters
interaction. Anytime, we fail to ask questions at the right
time and in the right way, we hurt Sint Unum. Anytime,
we do not give one another the benefit of doubt knowing
that we are not perfect ourselves, we upset Sint Unum.
Anytime we listen to, “they-said, they-said” stories, we
impair Sint Unum. Anytime we fail to go on a verification
expedition but settle for the least path of resistance
because we have formed our opinion about another sister
and are unwilling to change it, we weaken the bond that
makes us Abbé Bautian’s children; Louise Humann’s
grand-children. Most of the time, if we press further, we
would discover that what is beyond Offa is more than Oje.
Sint Unum is a prayer that is already answered. All that
is required is to make it functional in our daily living,
dying and rising.

Reference
Mayowa. (March 01, 2015). Awa Yoruba Social
Network. Retrieved from

by Rita Akin-Otiko, SSL

Anytime, we fail to ask questions
at the right time and in the right

way, we hurt Sint Unum.
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Word to Live By

Please, click the music icon
to join in the hymn in his
honour.

25 November 2017

We are God’s Gifts

Dear Family,

I’m a born artist. Okay, that’s obvious. Well, when I was younger,
at about secondary school age, the electric clipper came in
vogue in my town and barber’s shops were springing up at every
corner. Younger, charming chaps were simply cashing in on the
business and chasing older generation barbers out. These
younger barbers were more fashionable and modern. You
would admire their brightly painted shops with different
hairstyles drawn or painted on the outer and inner walls.
 Now from my assessment, oftentimes the artists who did
the painting or drawing got it wrong. The forms and shapes of
the heads were often out of proportion. That time, I’d discovered
and was honing my artistic skills. It pained me that there was
no opportunity for me to show them how to do it, decking some
shops with nicely drawn images. Years later, when I began to
apply my gifts to drawing religious charts and illustrations in my
church (my Pastor had discovered me, and quite a few have
done so, too, since), I came to understand that God has a special
use of the gifts He deposited in me. I’m grateful to Him that I’m
still using them for His people and glory today.
 This issue of Contact is largely a celebration of God’s gifts to
humankind, to the world. Those who are discovering and willing,
those who are active and unrelenting, those who are spent and
have gone to rest in His bosom…  God bless you all. Thank you
for being useful. Thank God — your
Creator, the Giver.

What you are
is God’s gift
to you, what

you become is
your gift to

God.
— Hans Ur von

Balthasar

Only Remembered
Fading away like the stars in the morning.
Losing their light in the glorious sun.
Thus shall we pass from this earth and its toiling.
Only remembered for what we have done.

First Refrain
Only remembered, only remembered,
Only remembered for what we have done.
Thus would we pass from this earth and its soiling.
Only remembered for what we have done.

Horses and men, plough shares and traces
The line on the land and the paths of the sun
Season by season we mark nature’s graces
Only remembered for what we have done.

Only the truth that in life we have spoken
Only the deeds when our journey is run.
These shall pass onwards when we are forgotten.
Only remembered for what we have done.

Who’ll sing the anthem and who’ll tell the story.
Will the line hold, will it scatter and run.
Shall we at last be united in glory.
Only remembered for what we have done.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZ9L3UcAGTQ&list
=Rdjz9L3UcAGTQ

DOKPESI

High Chief

whose demise occurred on 15
September 2017 and who was
interred on 20 October 2017
was a good friend of the Sisters
of St. Louis, Nigeria Province.

— ’Pelumi O’Dunsin

Chief Felix
Dokpesi,
Chairman, Building
Committee of
SSL Provincial
House, Ibadan,
(4th from the
left) poses with
the building team
at the
commissioning in
January 2014
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